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We have had another eventful year full of
promise and exciting developments. I feel
proud to be part of South Australian Indian
Medical Association (SAIMA) for last couple
of years and appreciate the commitment of
past and present executive. The new SAIMA
committee was elected at the AGM held in
September 2016. I welcome the new members of SAIMA executive, Dr Rajan Anand,
and Dr Kamban Babu, who bring fresh energy to the board room. I would like to thank
my Advisory council for their excellent support and timely help during the whole year.
SAIMA is not a faceless behemoth, but evolving to be a well-knit organisation. It sends
out a message of solidarity and thus we become a single point of contact for all the
stakeholders. It gives us an opportunity to
engage with everyone, and be an advocate on
various issues. Therefore, I wholeheartedly
welcome your enthusiastic participation in
the future discourse.

They have done this several times in a row
now. We appreciate their grit and determination. In many ways, they exemplify an attitude,
I would like to emulate. My hats off to sports
secretary, Dr Satish Paramasivan and our
cricket captains! Also, I want to thank Dr Lakshmi Nath for the tasty Idli’s she prepared adding more fun to the SAIMA vs SASDA (South
Australian Sri Lankan Doctors Association)
game and the proceeds were donated to Diabetes SA.
We have been engaging with various Charity
organisations in the past to support their
work. It is a worthy cause and we would like
our members to get involved. I want to emphasise, that SAIMA committee goes to great
lengths to choose from suitable options. If you
have any suggestions, please contact SAIMA
secretariat for more information. I would like
to thank Maranatha Health for their involvement this year.
The SAIMA website has now outlived its utility
and purpose. It is important that we interact
with our members in an efficient manner.
Therefore, committee has approved upgrading
of the current website. The work will commence soon and we hope to have a brand-new
website in the New Year. I appreciate our
webmaster & media secretary Dr Namit Mathur, who took it upon himself to bring this to
fruition.

We have had our first Annual Scientific
meeting held in June 2016 at the prestigious
Convention Centre. I would like to congratulate Dr Rajiv Mahajan for his commitment
and a great effort. It was followed by Annual
Charity gala dinner and awards ceremony
later in the evening at the same venue. Overall, it was a great success and well received
by participants. I am sure most of our members enjoyed the entertainment. We are
open to suggestions, and appreciate your
feedback. It is important that our members
respond to the surveys we send out from
time to time.

Last but not the least, I want to acknowledge
Australian Medical Association (SA) CEO Mr
Joe Hooper, and President Dr Janice Fletcher
for their support. I want to make special mention of Tracey DiBartolo for all the magnificent
secretarial work this year. We acknowledge
the support of our wonderful sponsors in our
mission to fulfil our objectives.

I would like to congratulate our cricket
team, who are champions par excellence!

Sincerely,
Arvind Sehgal

I do appreciate everyone’s support throughout
the year, and look forward to future years
ahead of us with gusto. I wish everyone and
the families a joyful festive season and a Happy
New Year!
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From the Eye Play Sports Annual report
Taken from the Eye Play Sports Annual Report 2014/2015:
Thank You SAIMA!
SAIMA is the South Australian Indian Medical Association which is a
body representing associations of
health professionals from the Indian
subcontinent. The Society aims to
provide networking, philanthropic
and educational opportunities to its
members. With close to 400 members, the society has grown
strength to strength in the last 8
years. Each year, members have
raised money for various charitable
causes like palliative care initiative in
India, Rotary shelters for Pakistan
floods, treatment of cancer patients
from Bangladesh, India and Fiji, etc.
This year SAIMA has partnered with
Eye Play Sport to support our exemplary work in helping
blind and vision impaired athletes
realize their dreams of playing
sport.

Not only did the event raise valuable
fundraising dollars for us, it also gave
us the platform to promote awareness of the work we do to a very
relevant audience. For a small charity
like ours, it really doesn’t get much
better than this! The highlights for
Eye Play Sport are:
1. We were able to run a wine wall
and raffle on the night and raised $
5,900 NET from the event, a FABULOUS outcome by any standard!
2. The opportunity to promote our
work twice, through a presentation
by the CEO and a personal testimonial by Kieran Murphy, our elite tandem cyclist which ensured we made
a connection with the audience. Having it at either
end of the evening also helped with
our raffle ticket sales as it reinforced
the message.
3. The opportunity to promote the
collaboration online, both on Eye
Play Sport and SAIMA websites.

4. The evening was a wonderful networking opportunity where we got
to meet, and subsequently follow up
with SAIMA members and sponsors,
potential Eye Play Sport supporters.
Members of SAIMA committee ade
a special effort to introduce us to
various
guests.
5. Acknowledgement and promotion
of Eye Play
Sport by Emcee and President set
the tone and expectation for the
evening. It worked really well for us.
A heartfelt thanks to Dr. Rajiv Mahajan for forwarding our request and
the entire SAIMA committee for
your amazing support. A personal
thank you to Tracey DiBartolo for
making the process so easy for us.
Your support has made a big difference to our blind athletes and for
that, we are truly grateful!

The SAIMA
2016 Cricket
Team at the SAIMA vs SASDA
Cricket match.
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SAIMA 2016 Gala Dinner

SAIMA Award recipients (left
to right): Dr Para Parasuramar –
Lifetime Achievement Award; Dr
Pravin Hissaria - President’s
Award; Dr Vinod Aiyappan President’s Award
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From Marantha Health
Letter of Thanks:
Dear SAIMA,
Marantha Health thank you for inviting us to attend, present and
raise funds at your Gala Dinner in
June. It was a sparkling night of conversation and entertainment and we
were privileged to be a part of it.
Being a part of the event was of
great benefit to Marantha Health,
with conversations held with many
of your members about our health
care and capacity to build work. Dr
Michael Findlay spoke with a number of members about the possibility of volunteer support in Uganda
in the future. Such support is invaluable.
We were delighted with the generosity shown to Marantha Health,
and through raffles, auction and
cash donations raised close to
$6,000. This in addition to the generous cheque of $5,000.

Thank you once again for your support. We welcome your involvement
in our work in Uganda in the future,
and wish you all the best in your
work together.
Marantha Health Upcoming Gala Dinner:
Marantha Health Gala Dinner
Friday 27 January 2017
6:45pm for a 7pm start
Fogular Furlan Centre, 69 Briar
Road, Felixstow

Reservations can be made for tables of 10 for $90 per guest or individuals for $100/guest. Please
R S V P b y 1 7t h J a n 2 0 1 7 :
www .t r ybook in g. com/ NDR M .
Please email to advise any dietary
requirements to contact@maranathahealth.org.

The gala dinner features key speakers Dr Suren Krishnan and Dr Michael and Kimberley Findlay speak on
the value of partnering. Enjoy a delicious three course meal (including
Ethiopian buffet), energetic African
entertainment from Moore Black and
the Organic Roots, a silent auctiona
wine pull and all the latest updates
from our work. Fort Portal, Uganda.

The SAIMA 2016 Committee: Dr Seshu Boda, Dr Shr ir am Nath, Dr Milind Sanap, Mr s Tr acey DiBar tolo, Ms Bhavani
Viswalingam, Dr Rajiv Mahajan, Dr Arvind Sehgal, Dr Krish Sundararajan, Dr Nimit Singhal, Dr Sanjay Garg and Dr Namit
Mathur
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SAIMA Members: Myr a Caplash, Suchi Joshi, Sarapner Roy, Susana Monopatra

SAIMA ASM: 17 Sept 2016 CME held at the Stamfor d Adelaide - Anticoagulant Reversal, How & When presented by
Dr Simon McRae. Well attended by 70 SAIMA members.
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Medical Student Proposed Clinic- request for assistance
A group of Flinders medical students is starting a student run free
clinic for the homeless in Marion.
The project is based on student run
clinic models that are famous in
USA. These SAIMA student members are looking for GPs or General
Physicians to join their team as preceptors.
Attached is a letter seeking support.
Further information from the University of California San Diego explaining the model can be found at
Impact of the Student Run Clinic, UCSD :
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=LCJnql9--D4
About the Student Run ClinicProject of UCSD: https://

www.youtube.com/watch?
v=GzY7tgYlvD4
Message from the founder of the
Student Run Clinic Project of UCSD:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=D458TinEGds
A look at one of the sites of the Student Run Clinic Project of UCSD:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=IpY7cjZ8x68
SAIMA members are asked for help
to recruit interested doctors to
(a) join the project.
(b) to help donate / find sponsorship
for purchasing point of care glucose
meters and
(c) assist with arranging specialist
visits once every 2 months

If you feel that you could assist,
please contact Ms Laalithya Konduru
Email: laalithya@gmail.com
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Bilingual doctors- request for assistance
Lutheran Community Care is funded by the Commonwealth Department of Social Services (DSS) to
provide Settlement Services to humanitarian entrants and some family
stream entrants who settle in metropolitan Adelaide.
A common challenge for many newly arrived individuals and families is
to correctly identify and utilise
medical services. DSS has identified
that many new arrivals are experiencing difficulties in accessing GPs,
maintaining a steady relationship
with a preferred GP, understanding
the implications of incorrect pharmaceutical use, accessing appropriate dental care, and generally understanding the content of interac-

tions with medical professionals due
to language barriers.

tors who are conversant in these
languages.

In response to these issues Lutheran
Community Care is seeking to develop a register of doctors in metropolitan Adelaide who speak languages
other than English, with a view to
referring our clients who speak limited English and who require support
in establishing an ongoing relationship with a GP, or support in obtaining a response to specific medical /
dental needs.

Our request is for doctors who are
willing to share their contact details
and the languages they can consult
in to provide permission for us to
refer our clients to them. If doctors
who are members within your association could be contacted in relation to this request, it would be
greatly appreciated.

The predominant languages for current new arrival communities in Adelaide include: Arabic, Dari, Farsi,
Hindi and Urdu. We would especially seek to obtain contacts for doc-

To register your willingness to participate, please contact Leigh
Goodenough on
0439 874 591 or lgoodenough@lccare.org.au
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The Premier of South Australia hosted a Reception for Diwali, Festival of Lights on Tuesday 8 November
2016. This event was attended by SAIMA Representatives
Dr Arvind Sehgal, Dr Seshu Boda, Dr Shriram Nath, Dr Nimit Singhal, Dr Rajiv Mahajan
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Updates from the SAIMA Committee
Membership

A Gentle reminder that SAIMA Membership fees are due. We have 2 new membership categories- the SAIMA
10 year membership and IMG membership.
We would like to thank the 93 members who have shown their commitment by becoming 10 year members.
Please contact the SAIMA Secretariat on 83610105 or tracey@amasa.org.au to renew membership or enquire
on current status.
MEDICAL (Medical Practitioners and Dentists)
$100 per year
NURSING & ALLIED HEALTH
$ 50 per year
EXTENDED 10 Year Membership (Medical)
$500 for 10 years (represents a 50% saving)
EXTENDED 10 Year Membership (Nursing & Allied Health) $250 for 10 years (represents a 50% saving)
STUDENT (Medical students only)
FREE
IMG (International Medical Graduates)
FREE while waiting for AHPRA registration

Website

A new and improved SAIMA website is on it’s way! Please stay tuned, it will still be found at www.saima.org.au

·

2017 GALA DINNER & Annual Scientific Meeting

Save the date – Saturday 24 June 2017, Adelaide Convention Centre

As Australia's largest bank, the Commonwealth Bank is a leading provider of integrated financial services, including retail, premium, business and institutional banking, funds management, superannuation, insurance, investment and share-broking products and services. Their vision is to excel at securing and enhancing the financial wellbeing of people, businesses and communities. The Commonwealth Bank is a long-standing supporter
of the community and contributes to schools, communities and organisations through sponsorship and community programs, volunteering and community grants. The Commonwealth Bank was founded under the
Commonwealth Bank Act in 1911 and commenced operations in 1912, empowered to conduct both savings
and general banking business. Today, the bank has grown to a business with more than 800,000 shareholders
and 52,000 people working in the Commonwealth Bank Group. Please visit www.commbank.com.au
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Doctors of Indian origin are recognised by their peers (India Link)
The following article was published
in India Link on 11 July 2016:
The South Australian Indian Medical
Association (SAIMA) presented its
President’s Award to some of its distinguished members at a glittering charity
fund raising function last month.
Two Indian doctors who have made
impressive contributions in their area
of speciality, and a Sri Lankan doctor of
Indian origin with decades of service to
the rural community were felicitated at
the event held at the prestigious Adelaide Convention Centre.
The three award recipients are Dr.
Pravin Hissaria, Immunologist; Dr.
Vinod Aiyappan, Respiratory and Sleep
Physician, and Dr. Parasuramar, General Practitioner.
The event was attended by over 300
Indian and Australian doctors and their
partners and a number of prominent
medical and political identities from
both sides of politics.
SAIMA President Dr Arvind Sehgal
highlighted the contribution of Indian
doctors in healthcare to the community
in general and rural community in particular. Besides providing medical services, they play an important role in
being a source of comfort to the growing number of newly arriving Indian
migrants coming from diverse regions. Saddled with the issues of settling down in a different environment,
the new migrants feel a sense of comfort in consulting doctors who speak
their language.
Dr Sehgal added, “With the increasing
number of Indian doctors in the past 10
years, SAIMA has a stronger voice and
is recognised in the medical and the
wider community. The eight-year-old
association now has 250 members,
starting with 70 at inception.”
Dr. Hissaria, honorary consultant at
Royal Adelaide Hospital and Senior
Immunology staff specialist at SA Pa-

thology, the largest laboratory of its kind
in the state, has keen interest in research in areas affecting patients with
seleroderma, rheumatoid arthritis and
chronic urticaria. He has set up an autoimmune tissue bank that will help in the
discovery and validation of novel biomarkers related to these diseases.
Pravin has received several grants to
further progress in these areas as Head
of Translational Clinical Research Laboratory in SA Pathology’s Human Immunology division.
A graduate of the Gujarat University, he
started working in Australia in 2003 and in
2005 won the Eddie Hirst prize for scoring
the highest marks in the Royal College examinations. He has authored several national and international publications and participates in committees of the College of
Pathologists and e-Health Task Force.
Dr. Vinod Aiyappan is Respiratory and
Sleep Physician at Flinders Medical Centre, Lecturer at the Flinders University
and Consultant Physician in Bariatric
Management and Intervention (BMI) in
Southern Adelaide Local Health Network. The citation accompanying his
award read, “He is actively involved in
research and recently given a national
grant from Motor Neuron Disease (MND) Research Association for a
novel study on sleep disorder in breathing. He is an active member of various
professional organisations and is the cochair for Australasian Sleep Association’
Dental Council. A winner of Jack Alpers
post-graduate prize in respiratory medicine in 2012, Dr. Aiyappan has to his
credit numerous articles in professional
journals.”
The third recipient Dr. Parasuramar,
popularly known as Para, has contributed over three decades to rural health as
a general practitioner in country town
Kapunda, north-west of Adelaide. Born
in Colombo to a prominent gynaecologist father as fourth of 14 children, he
came to Adelaide in 1974 and five years

later bought a practice in Kapunda. He
has been working there ever since
He is one of the remaining practitioners
of a vanishing breed of multidimensional rural doctors who perform
surgery and obstetrics. Because of his
keen interest in these areas, Kapunda
still has a country hospital while most
others have closed for lack of surgical
activity. Last month he was presented
with the Rural Doctors Association
Long Service award by SA Governor
Hieu Van Le.
Para was a prime mover in founding
Adelaide’s Ceylon Tamil Association and
along with his inter-state compatriots
lobbied the government for granting
refugee status to Sri Lankan Tamils,
thousands of whom have now settled
here. He is also a founding member of
SAIMA.
The event’s main focus was to raise
funds for Maranatha Hospital in Uganda.
Established by Adelaide doctor Michael
Findlay who went there as a medical
student more than ten years ago, it now
has 40 staff and treats 1200 patients a
month. A tidy sum was raised along
with a handsome donation from ENT
surgeon Dr. Suren Krishnan, who gives
a cash award to a bright Indian medical
student each year.
As the awards presentation formed only
a small yet significant part of the function, Nigel Domann, MC kept the audience in stitches (to the delight of the
surgeons present) with his card tricks
and other comical acts, proving that
laughter indeed is the best medicine.
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